ADS SPLIT COUPLER

ADS PREMIUM SPLIT COUPLER
PLAIN-END STUB (12' - 36')

WELDED BELL

ADS VALLEY GASKET
WELDED BELL STUB (12' - 24')

PVC COUPLER

ADS VALLEY GASKET
NYLOPLAST PVC BELL/BELL STOP COUPLER
PLAIN-END STUB (12' - 30')

INSERTA-TEE

INSERTA-TEE WATERTIGHT JOINT
INSERTA-TEE BELL (4' - 18')
CAN BE INSTALLED IN THE FIELD
OTHER PIPE CONNECTIONS AVAILABLE (NOT SHOWN, INQUIRE)

1. REFER TO DETAIL 7009-110-024 FOR MINIMUM DEPTH GUIDELINES AND DETAIL 7009-110-023 FOR DEEPER BURIALS.